
Guidelines for marking Expression in Schriftliche Produktion (a) and (b)  

(Start = 5; Content = 15; expression marked out of 10 or 7) 
Start (St.), Content (C) and Expression (Ex.) to be marked consecutively. 
N.B.     Bracket off  irrelevant content [………], do not include for judging Expression. 

Errors:         Mark in red, circle repeated errors, do nor repenalise 
                      Put circled T for errors in tense usage. 
                      GroE- and Kleinschreibung underline wrongly written letter. 
                      Underline other mistakes, putting double line under mistakes in  
                      verb endings and word-order. (Put W.O. in the left-hand margin) 
N.B. If the content mark is 7 or less, use the reduced (0-7) for expression and write
         “lower Ex.” To indicate this. 

Expression marks 
Äuȕerung
Or Schr. Prd.      Schr. Prd. 
Lower Ex.        Full scale    
if C � 7 

Total = 
7

Total = 10 Category Descriptions 

   0 - 2 0 – 4 

Vocabulary very inadequate, possibly with English words and 
interference from English syntax; word order, especially verb 
position, very frequently wrong; verb forms/tense generally 
incorrect 

Many spelling mistakes, serious grammar errors; cases 
generally incorrect;  few correct agreements 

3 - 5 5 - 7 
Vocabulary use quite good – generally adequate and 
appropriate, with perhaps, some German idiom. Only 
occasional word order mistakes. 

Few errors in verb forms/tenses. 

Not too many spelling mistakes. Few serious/frequent minor 
grammar errors; cases, agreements, endings correct more often 
than not, especially at upper end of category. 

6 –7 8 –10 
Vocabulary use good – rich, idiomatic and appropriate. Few 
word order mistakes. Good verb forms/tense formation. 

Spelling mistakes rare, grammar generally correct: 
Good level of accuracy in cases, verb endings and agreements.  

N.B.
Take a global view of the language use (E = Expression) to locate the candidate’s work in the 
most appropriate category. Reasonable Accommodations: Where a spelling/grammar waiver 
has been granted, the mark awarded within a category will be based on the vocabulary, tense 
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formation and word order elements only and not on spelling and spelling-related grammar. 
SCHRIFTLICHE PRODUKTION: 30 marks           (St. = 5, C = 15, Ex. = 10) 

(a) Letter  

St. (5)   Completing the first paragraph. Insertion of appropriate sentences.  (5 x 1mark)
x um in Galway studieren (1)
x Vor einer Woche (1)
x als ich erwartet hatte. (1) 
x ausziehen (1) 
x finden das nicht so toll (1) 

Put St. mark in right hand margin, at the bottom of the letter. 

C (15)     The body of the letter … 15 marks as indicated below. 

A. (3)        Say you are sharing a house with two friends (1).
                  Describe two friends: Give any TWO of the following details: their names, ages,
                                                                                                                         personality: (1 + 1)

B. (3) Say that you went to school together (1)
                 Describe TWO interests you have in common/share: sport, music… (1 + 1)
   N.B. Look for ONE interest shared and ONE other interest OR TWO shared  
   interests  

C (4) Describe the house: Give any TWO of the following details: location, type of 
     house, rooms, garden…: (1 + 1)
                   Say what’s in the house: Give TWO details: equipment, furniture (1 + 1)
                                

D (2) Mention TWO things you want to bring with you (computer, books, television…) (1+1)
      

E. (2) Say which TWO aspects of  housework you will have to do: tidy up, hoover,  
                                                                       clean the bathroom,  wash the dishes, cook meals… (1+1)

Cl. (1)               Write a suitable closing sentence for your letter. 

Ex.  (10)  Use the grid on Page 17 to calculate expression mark in relation to C (Content)
Add St., C and Ex. to give overall mark 
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(b) Picture Story 

St. (5)   Completing the first paragraph. Insertion of appropriate sentences.  (5 x 1mark)

x will Ryan nicht (1) 
x nach Deutschland fahren (1)
x auf seinem Computer (1)
x für ein Feriencamp (1)
x ist in Köln (1)

Put St. mark in right hand margin, at the bottom of the picture story. 

C (15)   (pictures 2 –6) … 15 marks as indicated below. 

Possible details: Look for relevant details, usually 3 points per picture.

A (3)     On the 18th of June Ryan goes to Dublin Airport  
             He and flies with Aer Lingus to Köln.  
             He arrives in Köln airport two hours later.  
             He has a suitcase in his hand. 
             He has a sign which says “RYAN aus Irland” on  it.  
             H.Grimm is waiting for Ryan. 

B (3) Ryan and Herr Grimm travel by car to the Jugend in Aktion holiday camp.  
             Four boys and two girls greet them at the entrance.  
             They are smiling and waving.  
             They are dressed in t-shirts and shorts. 
             One is holding a ball.

C (3) On the next day Ryan plays football with the children.
             He is wearing an Ireland t-shirt.
             Later he goes swimming in the pool with the children.  
             Everyone is smiling and having a good time. 

 D (3)    Later in the summer Ryan and the children go on a boat trip on the Rhein.  
             The sun is shining.  
             Everyone is in a good mood.  
             They are singing and Ryan is playing guitar. 

E (3) It is the  20th of  August.  
             Ryan is back in Ireland with his family.  
             He gives his dad a present of a beer mug.   
             His sister gets Haribo sweets and his mother gets a bottle of Kölnisches Wasser.  
             Later his mum and his sister look at photos from Köln. 

Ex.   (10)     Use the grid on Page 17 to calculate expression mark in relation to C (Content) 

Add St., C and Ex. to give overall total. 
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